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* ''' This invention has reference to golf and 
similar · balls which are " struck in playing 
games, but more particularly to golf balls. 

| Golf balls are usually prowided with Sunk 
en areas or recesses in the surface, which ac 
cording.to the arrangement produce different 
surface effects, and the object of which main | ly is to promote a steady or true_flight of the 
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| steady, and we_have found that. this is due | 
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ball, and without which the flight is irregu 
lar. '' . In many forms of . Surface, the actual 
outer surface which is struck by the golf club 
is in the form of circumferential Or interSect 
ing ribs or bars in relief, the ribS or bars be 
ing truly circular or more or leSS irregularly 
circular, whilst in others they are in Zig-Zag 
form, or partly ring or partly Zig-Zag.form 
or arrangement, the Zig-Zag lineS Or ribs or 
bars in some cases extending from ring tO 
ring. Thus the ball surface is in Some cases 
made up mainly of rectangular Or other ré 
cesses with the upstanding barS Or ribs all 
joined up in one continuous manner SO as tO ? 
form a striking surface on the Outside. 
While as stated balls having Such a charac 

ter of surface have a better or: truer and 
steadier flight than balls not SO formed, newer 
theless the flight is not completely trueOr 

largely to the absence of *grip?' between the 
playing club, and the Surface, of the ribs, 
which as a whole offer a relatively SmOOth 
surface; and the primary object Of the preS 
ent, invention is to prowide a form Or charac 
ter of surface by which a better*grip'? Of the 
club with the ball of the kind referred tO 
when struck, is obtained, so that there is no 
slip or relative movement between the Surfage 
of the club, and the surface of the ball, and in 

| consequence the truth and steadineSS of flight 
40 of the ball is thereby enhanced.', According to this invention, this improwed 

effect is produced in connection with ball$ 
having aibbed or ringed surface of the kind 
named, by providing on these striking Sur 
faces themselves, a local uneven Surface, SO : p 
that wherever the ball is struck by the club, 
it. will strike a part hawing an tunevent Or ir 
regularity of Stich a character that the grip 
referred to takes place; and this in the pre- . 

| ferred form may consist of a narroW. groOwe 
formed in the Surface of the ribS Or · bars, 
forming more or less sharp edges on each side 
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of them. The groowes and the edgés at,eagh 
side may extend along the bars either truy 
rectilinearly, or in lines other than astraight 

' .. line from point to point; and in a ball hawing 

'' :** ''; Application filed May 26, 1928, serial No. 280.899, and in Great Britain June 10, 1927. 
: the ribs Or bars all ramifying into one an 

' . Other', the marrow groowes will' form a met or 
chequer Work formation ower all the ball, the 
groOWes running in different directions, run 
ning. Or merging into one another in a true 
met Work or chequet' Work formation. Where 
the groOWes run into one another or intersect 
there is formed a substantial Sunken area say 
of rectangujar, triangular, or like form, which 
is produced by the edges of the groowes di 
werging at the points of intersection' or run 
ning into, one angother and the parts of the 
Surface of the ball within each mesh or area 

| Of the chequer work or net, will consist of an 
isolated frame, Separated from all the other 
adjacent frames or units of the surface with 
a, Sunken Space Within it. . The corners of the 
met or chequer' work frames will be cut off or 
rounded by this formation, and the inner cor 
nerS Of the frames may, if desired, be round 
ed or cut off, or sharp. 

It is found with a ball having a construc 
tion or formation of Surface described, a true 

| engagement and grip of the club face with 
· the surface of the ball without slip or rela 
tive · movement," is prowided, by which , the ' 
flight | effect referred to is improwed. Also 
the **grip? between the air and the ball sur 
face flight due to the stream of air which flows 
through the groowes (coupled with the action 
of the air with the recesses,) is such that it 
promotes truth or steadiness of flight, and the 
formation also similarly furnishes a, better 

| grip of the **green??, and hence a truer run.", 
The invention, the nature of : which is " 

abowe described " is illustrated in the ? an 
nexed drawings, in which Figure 1 is a sec 
tion showing a part of the ball according to 
the invention, and Figure 2, is a face wiew 
illustrating the form or construction of the 
Surface of the ball. ? • '' 
The surface of the . .ball' is 

shown with the receSSes or Sunken partS 1-in 
the case shown Square recesses or - Sunken 
arts, and the croSSing ribS Or raised rings 

2; in the centre of which, running into one 
another at the points of intersection, are the · 
shallow grooves 8, by which the surfaces of 
the ribs or rings 2 are cut up ; and the edges 
of the groowes are preferably in the form of 
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prowided - as . . 
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angles 4, and Wherever the ball is struck by · 
the clubit Will strike a part which is broken 
up or unewen as regards its surface, so that. 
agrip between th? striking...instrument and 
this. Surface will take place, it being arrested if the edge8 are "" angular as just specified; 
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Therefore instead of, as usu:ul, there being 
Only the edgeS Or angles of the ribs on the 
Outside surface of the ball, immediately 
round the recesses 1 there are in this ball in 
addition the edges 4 for]lling the edges of 
the crOSSing gu'OOwes 8. This clm:u1'acteristic 
exists When the edges of the grooves 8 are 
quite sharp, Or slightly I'Oull ded. 

It, will ji, plail that this COnstruction Of 
golf Or similar balls whicl) lh:? ve to be struck 
With a club or like i]]struianent, Will apply to 
balls h:awing w':urious p:tttel'Ins of }'ibs 2, {uld 
recesses 1 that is b:alls in which the ribs I'u}} 
in differe}}t :umgul:al' relationship to One an 
other'-of Whicla there are i}}:any (on the lan:u'- 
ket-{und lla.wing recesses Or stIraken p:trtS 0f 
rect: ungular', triangul:t I', Or Otluel' form. 

In the construction shOWn in the draW 
ing, at the points the gI'OOwes 8 I'un into One 

* aIn()tlher' O}' inter'sect, the edges 01’ sides of 
the grOOweS are rounded {as shOW 11, and the 
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width of these portions of the grooves js 
relatively great. 
What is claiImed is :- 
1. A golf. Or Similar gatme ball h:awing sur 

face crOSS ribs Or rings, {und recesses Or SunkeI? 
parts within or surrounded by such ri}}:s (0I' 
I'ings, and wherein the Surfaces of the rilyS 
OI' I'ings Within their' ()ttter edges :are pr()- 
wided along the same With ('Ontinut0?IS SI}}:?ll 
or narrow grOowes, whicl1 in{{eI's(*(*t, OI' }'un 
into One another, for the purpost's spe(*ified. 

2. A golf or similar' ball l1:?wing :t strikimg; 
OI' cont:uct Surface cOI}sisting (Jf g]'Oss I’il)s 
2, rectangular recesses 1 Sll]'r()unded by s:uid 
ribs, and Small W-sh:ape(l grOOWes }. l1: wi]]g 
sharp edges 4, which inter'se('t a Ind run i]}t() 
one another, subst:antially :?s set fo]'{}}. 
In testimony whereof I l1:? we signed lay 

name to this specific:ation. 
(3.H0ORG WIBILIAIAM ]}IIIDAA[.. 


